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Forget It
Breaking Benjamin

*This song is originally played in Eb tuning (Eb-Ab-Db-Gb-Bb-Eb)*
*This is a in key with record, with standard E tuning*

NOTE: This song uses a plethora of different chords, and memorization will take
a while.
_____________________________________________________________________________
Chords:
G5: (xx0033)
Ebmaj7: (xx1333)
Gm: (310033)
Cm(add9): (x31033)
C#5: (xxx124)
E: (022100)
G#m: (466444)
C#m: (x46654)
D: (xx0232)
A: (x02220)
Bb: (x13331)
F: (133211)
Am: (x02210)
D5: (xx023x)
Eb5: (xx134x)
F#: (244322)
Bbm: (x24432)
Bbsus2: (x13311)
G: (320003)
Bm: (x24432)
E5: (x224xx)
F5: (133xx)
Ab: (466544)
Cm: (x35543)
Fm7: (x8654x)
C#add9: (x4314x)
_____________________________________________________________________________
[Intro:] G5 Ebmaj7 Gm

[Verse:]

Ebmaj7        
It s a crime you let it happen to me.
     Gm
Nevermind I let it happen to you.
     Cm(add9)                                         C#5
Nevermind, forget it, there s nothing to loose but my mind and all the things I
wanted.
      E
Ev ry time I get it, throw it away.



       G#m
It s a sign, I get it, I wanna stay.
       C#m
By the time I lose it, I m not afraid.
    D
I m alive but I can surely fake it.
E                           G#m
How can I believe when this cloud hangs over me?
           C#m           A        B           E
You re the part of that I don t wanna see.

[Chorus:]

                                 G#m
Forget it, Forget it, Forget it, Forget it, 
                                 C#m
Forget it, Forget it, Forget it, Forget it, 
                                 A
Forget it, Forget it, Forget it, Forget it, 

Forget it, Forget it

[Verse:]

          F
There s a place I see you follow me.
       Am
Just a taste of all that might come to be.
    D5
I m alone, but holding breath.
                  Eb5                               F#
You can breath to question ev ry answer counted.

[Chorus:]

           Bbm               Eb5                 Bsus2    F#
Just fade away, please let me stay caught in your way.
(forget it, forget it, forget it, forget it...)
           Bbm               Eb5                 Bsus2    F#
Just fade away, please let me stay caught in your way.
                                               (get it, forget it, forget it.)
											   
[Verse:]

       G
It s a crime you let it happen to me.
        Bm
I don t mind, I love it, easy to please.
     E5                               F5
Nevermind forget it, just memory on a page inside a spiral notebook.

[Interlude:] Ab Cm F5 C#5



[Chorus:]
Ab             Cm                Fm7                 C#add9
    Just fade away, please let me stay caught in your way.
                                                           (I can live forever
here)
    (forget it, forget it, forget it, forget it...)
Ab                          Cm	
How can I believe when this cloud hangs over me?
                                             (Forget it, forget it.)
           Fm7                                C#5
You re the part of me that I don t wanna see.
                         Ab
I can live forever here.
	


